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ABSTRACT 

The use of color in image processing is motivated by two 
principal factors; First color is a powerful descriptor that often 
simplifies object identification and extraction from a scene. 
Second, human can discern thousands of color shades and 
intensities, compared to about only two dozen shades of gray. In 

RGB model, each color appears in its primary spectral 
components of red, green and blue. This model is based on 
Cartesian coordinate system. Images represented in RGB color 
model consist of three component images. One for each primary, 
when fed into an RGB monitor, these three images combines on 
the phosphor screen to produce a composite color image. The 
number of bits used to represent each pixel in RGB space is 
called the pixel depth. Consider an RGB image in which each of 

the red, green and blue images is an 8-bit image. Under these 
conditions each RGB color pixel is said to have a depth of 24 
bit. MATLAB 7.0 2007b was used for the implementation of all 
results. 
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1. IMAGE TYPES 

There are three type of image, which is described below. 

1.1 Binary image 

Logical array containing only 0s and 1s, interpreted as black and 

white, respectively. 

1.2 Grayscale image 

 It is also known as an intensity, gray scale, or gray level image. 
Array of class uint8, uint16, int16, single, or double whose pixel 
values specify intensity values. For single or double arrays, 
values range from [0, 1]. For uint8, values range from [0,255]. 
For uint16, values range from [0, 65535]. For int16, values 
range from [-32768, 32767].   

1.3 True color image 

 It is also known as an RGB image. A true color image is an 
image in which each pixel is specified by three values one each 
for the red, blue, and green components of the pixel scalar. M 

by-n-by-3 array of class uint8, uint16, single, or double whose 
pixel values specify intensity values. For single or double arrays, 
values range from [0, 1]. For uint8, values range from [0, 255]. 
For uint16, values range from [0, 65535]. 

 
Figure1 (a): Grayscale    Figure1 (b): True color 

 

Figure 1(c): Binary 

2. GRAY SCALE IMAGES 

Image formation using sensor and other image acquisition 
equipment denote the brightness or intensity I of the light of an 
image as two dimensional continuous function F(x, y) where (x, 
y) denotes the spatial coordinates when only the brightness of 

light is considered. Sometimes three-dimensional spatial 
coordinate are used. Image involving only intensity are called 
gray scale images. 

2.1 Resolution 

Similar to one-dimensional time signal, sampling for images is 
done in the spatial domain, and quantization is done for the 
brightness values [1]. 

In the Sampling process [2], the domain of images is divided 
into N rows and M columns. The region of interaction of a row 
and a Coolum is known as pixel. The value assigned to each 
pixel is the average brightness of the regions.  The position of 
each pixel was described by a pair of coordinates (xi, xj). 

The resolution of a digital signal is the number of pixel is the 
number of pixel presented in the number of columns × number 
of rows. For example, an image with a resolution of 640×480 
means that it display 640 pixels on each of the 480 rows. Some 

other common resolution used is 800×600 and 1024×728, 
among other. 

Resolution is one of most commonly used ways to describe the 
image quantity of digital camera or other optical equipment. The 
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resolution of a display system or printing equipment is often 
expressed in number of dots per inch. For example, the 
resolution of a display system is 72 dots per inch (dpi) or dots 
per cm. 

2.2 Gray levels 

Gray levels represent the interval number of quantization in gray 

scale image processing. At present, the most commonly used 
storage method is 8-bit storage. There are 256 gray levels in an 8 
bit gray scale image, and the intensity of each pixel can have 
from 0 to 255, with 0 being black and 255 being white we. 
Another commonly used storage method is 1-bit storage. There 
are two gray levels, with 0 being black and 1 being white a 
binary image, which, is frequently used in medical images, is 
being referred to as binary image [3]. As binary images are easy 
to operate, other storage format images are often converted into 

binary images when they are used for enhancement or edge 
detection. Figure 1(a) and figure1(c) shows a typical gray scale 
image and a binary image, respectively. 

 
 

Figure 2(a): Gray image 

 
 

Fig 2(b) Pixel image of (a) 

3. RGB COLOR MODEL 

In RGB color model, each colour appears in its primary spectral 
componets of red,green,and blue. The colour of a pixel is made 
up of three components; red, renn, and blue(RGB), described by 
there corresponding intensities. Colour componenta are also 
known as colour channels or colour planes (components). In the 
RGB colour model, a colour image can be represented by the 
intensity function. 

I RGB =(FR ,FG ,FB) 

Where FR(x,y) is the intensity of the pixel (x,y) in the red 
channel, fG(x,y) is the intensitty of pixel (x,y) in the 
greenchannel, and fB(x,y) is the intensity of pixel (x,y) in the 
blue  channel. 

The intnsity of each colour channel is usually stored using eight 
bits,which indicates that the quantization level is 256. That is, a 
pixel in a colour image requires a total storage of 24 bits. A 24 
bit memory can express as 224 =256×256×256=16777216 

distinct colours[7]. The number of colours should adequately 
meet the display effect of most images. Such images may be 
cllled true colour images,where information of each pixel is kept 
by using a 24-bit memory. 

Figure 3 shows the images of a 24-bit colour RGB, three 
channels (component) and corresponding pixel information 
image. 

 

Figure 3(a): A RGB images 

 

Figure 3(b): A Pixel image of (a) 

 

Figure 3(c): Red channel 

 

Figure 3(d): Pixel image of figure3 (c) 
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Figure 3(e): Green Channel  

 

 Figure 3(f): Pixel image of figure3 (e)  

 

Figure 3(g): Blue channel 

 

Figure 3(h): Pixel image of figure(g) 

If only the brightness information is needed, color images can be 
transformed to gray scale images [4].The transformation can be 
made by using proposed equation. 

Iy=0.333Fr+0.5Fg+0.1666Fb 

Where Fr, Fg and Fb   are the intensity of R, G and B 

component respectively and Iy is the intensity of equivalent gray 
level image of RGB image. 

In  RGB pixel information image there are three component 

(R,G,B) and each component has a fix intensity 190, 183, 175( 
pixel info (1,1) in figure 3(b)) respectively. When RGB image 
converted into gray image then the intensity of pixel (1, 1) can 
be calculated by using the pixel values of RGB image in above 
transformation.      

Iy=0.333*190+0.5*183+0.1666*175 

               =183.925 

Means in gray pixel information image the first pixel intensity is 
184(1, 1). (Shown in figure 2(b)) 

In the similarly the intensity of second pixel (1, 2) (in figure 3(b) 
value of R, G and B are 187,179 and 176 respectively) of gray 
level image is 

Iy=0.333×187+0.5×179+0.166×176 

        =181.15 

It is match with our snap shot of figure 2(b) in this we can verify 
all the conversation of RGB image to gray level image with 
transformation. 

In RGB image the first pixel values for R, G and B is 190, 183, 
and 175 respectively. RGB image split into three images 
(channel) R channel, G channel and B channel. The first pixel 
value (1, 1) of these channels is 190,183,175 respectively (as 
show Figure 3). Our proposed new transformation equation is 

given below which gives the better result than equation 
proposed by Karen M. Braun [6]. 

In this way we can calculate all the gray level by using above 

transformation. In Table 1 comparison of our proposed method 
and Braun method [6] are given and also calculate the 
percentage error. 

 

Table1.  Result comparisons with Braum Method

Pixel Number By MATLAB By Braun 

Method 

By Our Method Percentage error  of 

Braun method 

Percentage error of 

our method 

(1,1) 184 184.22 183.925 0.1195 0.04076 

(1,2) 181 181.07 181.159 0.03867 0.08784 

(1,3) 183 182.8 182.9981 0.1092 0.0010 

(2,1) 188 188.48 187.9236 0.2553 0.0406 

(2,2) 187 187.22 186.9817 0.1176 0.00978 

(2,3) 183 183.22 182.9254 0.12021 0.04076 
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4. CONCLUSION 
In section 3 RGB model is shown and also show how we split 

RGB image into R, G, and B component image. Using 
MATLAB we convert color image into gray image then the 
intensity of the pixel in gray image change according to the 
proposed transformation equation which are explain above. 
Another way for proof is MATLAB snapshot. In figure 3(b) 
show the intensity value of R,G and B channel individually, 
using R,G and B value in proposed transformation equation (in 
section 3) calculate the intensity of gray level image then 

matching with the figure 2( b). In this way we explained pixel 
conversion of RGB image into gray image and compare 
proposed equation with the Braum method. 
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